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I haven't tweeted much about Uttar Pradesh Politics.

Some were asking me whether @yadavakhilesh will have revival like Tejaswi Yadav

of Bihar in Uttar Pradesh elections.

Simple 1 Point Reply - This is @myogiadityanath governing Uttar Pradesh not

@NitishKumar of Bihar.

@myogiadityanath is brand of his own and he has his own image and stardom.

This is not media creation or creation because of weak Oppn in state.

@myogiadityanath Brand UP is creation of his own hardwork in ground through effective governance and he is self made

politician.

In Today Position as per reliable ground reports in Uttar Pradesh.

BJP is sitting pretty with 42% without any allaince partner, without any campaigning Just in Brand Value of

@myogiadityanath it is in position to easily reach 300 seats.

Today just these three things matter for Jats and other Hindus in Western Uttar Pradesh

1.Sugarcane,

2.Muslims Menace

3.Better infra

Supporting Tikait on Moral and Biradri basis is different and voting is totally different things.

Nearly 50 Lakh Jat voters live in Uttar Pradesh, BJP as Political Outfit has teach among every Jat household either son or

daughter or wife or old man of house supports BJP.

This Rld Exists in few assembly segments in Bhagpat, Kairana, Amroha, Bijnor, Mathura and Muzzafarnagar.
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Rld in reality is not significant beyond 10 seats and it is not even in position to win single assembly seats with its current

useless allaince partner Samajwadi Party.

Jayanth Choudary or his father can't even contest in Chapprauli and become Mla.

They are popular in studios.

BJP has taller Jat leaders in West UP like Sanjeev Balyan who is like Charan Singh True Farmer leader and Sanjeev

Baliyan Today is arguably "Undisputed Numero 1 Jat leader" of Uttar Pradesh.

6% Jats in Western UP...

So 7% Rajputs n 4%Gujjars already cross polarizing seeing the nonsense by Ajith Singh and That Rakesh Tikait.

Basically, entire Jat vote bank will not shift & Gujjar Rajputs Sainis will vote enmasse(95% Levels) .

Hey West Up is not only Muzzafarnagar, Bhagpat. There is Huge region below that Braj Uttar Pradesh, Then we have

Central Uttar Pradesh and "Purvanchal the region from where

* @myogiadityanath comes from *, Mayawati and Mullayum belong from West Uttar Pradesh but Yogi is East UP
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